
Borrego Springs Watermaster 
Board Meeting

September 8, 2022



WEST YOST

Opening Procedures

A. Call to Order

B. Pledge of Allegiance

C. Roll Call

D. Approval of Agenda
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WEST YOST

Public Correspondence
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II.A – Written Correspondence – NONE (1 item addressed in Item IV.F)

II.B – Public Comment



WEST YOST

Consent Calendar

A. Approval of Minutes:  Regular Meeting – July 14, 2022 

B. Approval of July 2022 Financial Report 

C. Approval of August 2022 Financial Report 

D. Receive and file Watermaster Staff invoices from May 2022

E. Receive and file Watermaster Staff invoices from June 2022
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WEST YOST

Recommended Actions: 

Board Discussion

Key Topics:

• Master Agreement between BWD and DWR 

• Status: Pending

• Subgrantee agreement between BWD and Watermaster – Watermaster subcommittee

• Status: Drafted, comments discussed, pending BWD/DWR master agreement

• Potential for Special meeting in late September if agreements finalized in the next week

• Confirmed DWR flexibility with scope, schedule, and budget

• Impacts of delays to WY 2023 Budget

• Grant eligible work performed since January 1, 2022 is still eligible for reimbursement once agreements 
are in place
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IV.A Prop 68 DWR Grant Update



WEST YOST

Recommended Actions: 

Approve Amendment No. 5 to Exhibit A of the Borrego Springs Watermaster Professional

Services Agreement with West Yost to include Statement of Work No. 5 and its associated budget of

$941,898, with caveat that spending on certain grant-related tasks may not be performed until all

necessary grant agreements are in place.

Fiscal Impact:

The Watermaster budget for WY 2023, which was approved by the Board at the

July 14, 2022 regular Board meeting, includes the funding mechanisms to cover the activities in

Statement of Work No 5.
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IV.B - Consideration of Approval of Statement of Work No. 5 for West 
Yost Services for Water Year 2023



WEST YOST

IV.B - Consideration of Approval of Statement of Work No. 5 for West 
Yost Services for Water Year 2023

• Statement of Work No. 5 describes scope and budget for all West Yost activities 
included in the WY 2023 Budget; includes table of line-item budget details

• WY 2023 Budget includes expenditures for certain tasks that Watermaster would 
not do in the absence of grant funding

• Grant agreements still not in place with DWR, BWD

• PSA Amendment with Statement of Work No. 5 is necessary for West Yost to 
continue services on October 1, 2022

• Per staff recommendation, West Yost would proceed only on those work items that 
Watermaster would do absent the grant funding until such time the grant agreements are in 
place
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WEST YOST

IV.B - Consideration of Approval of Statement of Work No. 5 for West 
Yost Services for Water Year 2023

Task Task Name Total Task 
Budget

Category 1 
Work Not eligible for 

grant funding

Category 2
Grant reimbursable work 
that Watermaster must do 

absent grant funding

Category 3
Grant reimbursable 

work that Watermaster 
can only do if fully 

grant funded

1 Meetings and Court Hearings $139,972 $69,439 $58,327 $12,206

2 Watermaster Administration and 
Management

$102,119 $62,661 $5,139 $34,319

3 Engineering and Technical 
Services

$402,162 $44,994 $217,826 $139,342

4 Environmental Working Group $294,399 $5,769 $0 $288,630

5 Services Reimbursed by Parties 
with Manual-read Meters

$3,246 $3,246 $0 $0

Total $941,898 $186,109 $281,292 $474,497
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In accordance with Staff’s recommended action, work on “Category 3” tasks cannot and will not be initiated 
until the grant agreements and West Yost payment terms and contract extension are in place. 



WEST YOST

IV.B - Consideration of Approval of Statement of Work No. 5 for West 
Yost Services for Water Year 2023

• Delay in Grant Agreements means some adjustments to the WY 2023 Budget will be 
necessary. 

• WY 2023 Budget assumed that certain grant-funded tasks would be initiated in July 2022. 
These tasks have not been initiated, and will start in WY 2023.

• Expect Budget amendment in October 2022 (or September Special meeting)

• Any adjustments to the budget and scope of work will not increase the anticipated costs 
of the grant projects, but they will likely change the timing of spending, and in some 
cases, the project costs may need to be reduced to account for the lesser amount of time 
afforded to complete the projects in the grant eligible period.
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WEST YOST

Recommended Actions: 

Approve Amendment No. 5 to Exhibit A of the Borrego Springs Watermaster Professional

Services Agreement with West Yost to include Statement of Work No. 5 and its associated budget of

$941,898, with caveat that spending on certain grant-related tasks may not be performed until all

necessary grant agreements are in place.

Fiscal Impact:

The Watermaster budget for WY 2023, which was approved by the Board at the

July 14, 2022 regular Board meeting, includes the funding mechanisms to cover the activities in

Statement of Work No 5.
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IV.B - Consideration of Approval of Statement of Work No. 5 for West 
Yost Services for Water Year 2023



WEST YOST

Recommended Actions: 

Approve Resolution No. 22-01 – Adopting a Code of Conduct to Govern Watermaster Activities Required to 
Manage and Sustain Borrego Water Resources

Fiscal Impact:

None

Discussion:

The Board has reviewed and discussed prior drafts of the Code of Conduct at its meetings in May, June,

and July 2022. The enclosed draft includes the edits discussed at the July 14, 2022 Regular meeting
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IV.C Consideration of Approval of Resolution No. 22-01



WEST YOST

Background

• DWR provides a TSS program to investigate and gather data on groundwater conditions to. assist in SGMA 
implementation.

• Prior to the formation of the Watermaster, the Borrego Water District (BWD) received approval from the 
DWR to construct a new monitoring well in the Borrego Springs Subbasin under the TSS program. 

• DWR will directly oversee and fund all drilling, well construction, and well equipping costs. The total value 
of the DWR services is approximately $1.5 million. 

• The monitoring well is expected to be constructed by the DWR during WY 2023.  

• DWR will not cover costs for the preparation of the site for well construction, the GSA’s administrative, 
legal, and technical support services, future monitoring/maintenance, or well destruction.

• At May 2022 Board meeting, the Watermaster Board approved a scope of work and $21,000 budget for 
Watermaster technical/legal staff to collaborate with the DWR and BWD to construct the monitoring well.  

• At that time, the understanding was that BWD would remain as the signatory for the final TSS Agreement 
and that Watermaster would be designated as a “Cooperator” under the associated Land Use Agreement. 
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IV.D – DWR Technical Support Services (TSS) Program Agreement with 
the Borrego Springs Watermaster



WEST YOST 13

DWR TSS Monitoring Well 
in the North Management Area



WEST YOST

Subsequent Developments

• DWR informed BWD and Watermaster staff that the Watermaster should be the signatory to the TSS 
Agreement, since it is the de facto GSA for the Basin. 

• BWD supports the DWR’s request, and further requests that if the Watermaster becomes the signatory, 
Watermaster should also cover the costs to prepare the well site for construction, including tree removal, 
tree disposal, and drilling pad preparation. Preliminary cost estimate is about $10,000.

• Watermaster staff has been working with the BWD, landowner, and DWR to finalize a Land Use 
Agreement and a preliminary design for the monitoring well.

• DWR has extended the contract period to March 2023

• Exploring options for the well design with DWR and the TAC
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IV.D – DWR Technical Support Services (TSS) Program Agreement with 
the Borrego Springs Watermaster



WEST YOST 15
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WEST YOST

Recommendations:

• Review the most current draft of the TSS 
Agreement (Attachment 1). 

• Consider the requests from the DWR and BWD 
for Watermaster to become the TSS Agreement 
signatory.

• Provide direction to Watermaster staff and legal 
counsel. Watermaster staff can relay the Board’s 
direction to the DWR to assist them in finalizing 
the draft TSS Agreement.
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IV.D – DWR Technical Support Services (TSS) Program Agreement with 
the Borrego Springs Watermaster



WEST YOST

Status Update: DWR TSS Monitoring Well in the North Management Area 

• The general consensus of the TAC on well design  a “hybrid” approach of two “clustered” boreholes 
(separated by about 30-50 feet) with three monitoring wells. 

• Tom Watson (TAC member representing the landowner) indicated that one or two boreholes may be 
acceptable to the landowner, and that he would check. 

Extension of the BVHM through WY 2021 

• Reviewed the draft technical memorandum that describes the extension of the BVHM through WY 2021 
and its ability to accurately estimate un-metered pumping. 

• The BVHM was successfully extended and run through WY 2021.

• The Farm Process underestimated actual groundwater pumping by 4,456 af in WY 2021.

• There were several other discrepancies identified in the BVHM that could influence the BVHM results.
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IV.E – Report on the August 31, 2022 TAC Meeting



WEST YOST

Extension of the BVHM through WY 2021 (continued) 

• General TAC consensus: 

• The Farm Process underestimation of actual groundwater pumping is a significant issue; however, it’s only a one-
year evaluation.

• The ability of the BVHM to accurately simulate recharge remains a concern.

• If the BVHM is improved to simulate historical pumping and recharge more accurately, it’s likely that model 
recalibration will also be necessary.

• Potential recommendations for next steps considering $30,000 budget for FY 2023

• Execute the Board-approved scope of work for WY 2023 to compare FMP-estimated pumping to metered 
pumping for WY 2023, which may confirm the current findings.

• Address the identified model discrepancies, re-run the BVHM through WY 2021, and evaluate the influence of 
these improvements on the BVHM results.

• TAC meeting in October to continue the discussion and develop recommendations for WY 2023.
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IV.E – Report on the August 31, 2022 TAC Meeting



WEST YOST

Status Update: Groundwater Monitoring Plan 

• The current effort to update the Watermaster’s Water-Quality Monitoring Plan is being expanded to 
include an update to the Watermaster’s Groundwater-Level Monitoring Program. 

• A “Monitoring Gap Analysis” to identify gaps in the current monitoring programs that should be filled to 
achieve the objectives of the Judgment and the GMP. 

• Presented some examples of current work products. 

• A draft TM on the Monitoring Gap Analysis will be published by September 30, 2022.

• TAC in October 2022 to discuss the draft TM. 
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IV.E – Report on the August 31, 2022 TAC Meeting



WEST YOST 20

Identify Gaps in the Current 
Groundwater-Level Monitoring Plan



WEST YOST

Recommended Actions: 

Board Discussion
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IV.F Letter from Borrego Water District Re: De Minimis Well Application 
Process and Board Deliberations



Letter from Borrego Water District 
Re: De Minimis Well Application Process and 

Board Deliberations



Purpose

To review the de minimis well permit application decision through the lens of the Judgment

• Reflect on what happened 

• Consider opportunities for improvement

• Amend its processes



Watermaster’s Responsibility: Water Quality



The Lens of the Judgment

• TAC deliberation
• TAC had a group discussion about the application and did not reach consensus

• BWD submitted a detailed technical assessment of the well’s threat to water quality

• The TAC did not meet to discuss the technical assessment

• Initial TAC deliberations presented at the Watermaster meeting

• Some TAC members changed their votes in the Watermaster meeting

• TAC did not meet and discuss BWD’s technical analysis of the the threat to water quality

• WM acted without a completely informed TAC recommendation



The Lens of the Judgment

• Pressure to decide in the meeting
• Concern about inconveniencing the landowner

• Landowner planned to start in the new year

• Plenty of time for a full TAC review, without impact to the landowner

• When is it appropriate for the WM to make a judgment when there are outstanding unanswered 
technical questions?

• Rush to judgment



The Lens of the Judgment

• Scope of consideration
• Support growth

• Respect individuals’ rights

• Concerns on the cost of BWD’s proposed annular seal solution

• None of these are part of the Judgment’s legal standards

• Watermaster’s authority is only to avoid Undesirable Results
1. Chronic lowering of groundwater levels 

2. Significant reduction in groundwater storage

3. Significant degradation of water quality

4. Depletions of interconnected surface water

• Decision criteria not limited to the Watermaster’s authority



The Lens of the Judgment

• WM is required to avoid the undesirable result of degraded water quality

• BWD must prove an Undesirable Result, that the threat of one was insufficient
• Not the legal standard from the Judgment

• TAC did not claim that contamination was impossible, therefore it is possible

• That possibility is a threat

• Watermaster didn't adequately consider the arguments about threat to water quality



The Lens of the Judgment

• Lack of clear direction from the TAC

• Time pressure to make a decision

• Lack of clarity on the WM’s decision making criteria

• Annular seal proposal resolved all of this

• Simple solution ignored



Summary: The Lens of the Judgment

• WM acted without a completely informed TAC recommendation

• Rush to judgment

• Decision criteria not limited to the Watermaster’s authority
1. Chronic lowering of groundwater levels 

2. Significant reduction in groundwater storage

3. Significant degradation of water quality

4. Depletions of interconnected surface water

• Watermaster didn't adequately consider the arguments about threat to water quality

• Simple solution ignored



Q&A: Lens of the Judgment



Recommendations

Amend the well application process

• provide sufficient time for potentially impacted parties to create a response that can be considered by the TAC and 
WM board

• ensure the TAC has time to review all technical reports, testimony and memos submitted to it

• allow for an appeal process following TAC and WM decisions

TAC and Board deliberations

• Stay true to, and limited by the authority granted by the Judgment

• Consider adopting a Material Physical Injury principle

• Record WM meetings



Recommendations and Request

Amend the well application process

• provide sufficient time for potentially impacted parties to create a response that can be considered by the TAC and WM 
board

• ensure the TAC has time to review all technical reports, testimony and memos submitted to it

• allow for an appeal process following TAC and WM decisions

TAC and Board deliberations

• Stay true to, and limited by the authority granted by the Judgment

• Consider adopting a Material Physical Injury principle

• Record WM meetings

Request: Participate with BWD in BWD’s Town Hall meeting Nov 15th



WEST YOST

October

2022

• Review initial WY 2022 Water 
Rights Accounting

• Fall 2022 Monitoring Event

• Request Annual Meter Accuracy 
Testing

• Discuss Process and Schedule to 
Complete Annual Report

• Issue Overproduction Penalty 
Assessment Invoices, if any

November 

2022

• Review Final WY 2022 Water 
Rights Accounting

• Review Metering Program and 
Requirements

• Issue Invoices for 1st Installment 
of WY 2023 Pumping Assessment 

• TAC Meeting

• Start Financial Audit of WY 2022

December 

2022

• In-Person Board Meeting?

• Stakeholder Outreach Workshop? 

• Report out from TAC Meeting

• Fall 2022 Monitoring Results 
reported

• Review Change in GW Storage 
from Spring 2021 to Spring 2022

• Annual Meter Accuracy Testing 
due
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IV.G  Overview of Anticipated WY 2023 Calendar of Activities



WEST YOST

January 

2023

• Annual Report

• Quarterly WY 2022 Budget Status 
Review

• EWG Meeting

February 

2023

• TAC Meeting

• Annual Report Due to Court 
(seeking extension to April 1st)

March 

2023

• Report out from TAC Meeting

• Adopt Groundwater Monitoring 
Program Workplan
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IV.G  Overview of Anticipated WY 2023 Calendar of Activities



WEST YOST

April 

2023

•Spring 2023 Monitoring Event

•Quarterly WY 2022 Budget Status 
Review

May 

2023

•Review Draft 1 of WY 2024 Budget

•Review Pumping to Date in WY 2023

•TAC Meeting

•Issue Mid-year pumping reports to 
Parties

•Issue Invoice for 2nd Installment of 
WY 2023 Assessment

June 

2023

•In-Person Board Meeting (tentative)

•Stakeholder Outreach Workshop 
(tentative)

•Review Draft 2 of WY 2024 Budget

•Spring 2023 Monitoring Results 
reported

•Report out from TAC Meeting
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IV.G  Overview of Anticipated WY 2023 Calendar of Activities



WEST YOST

July 

2023

• Quarterly WY 2022 Budget Status 
Review

• Approve WY 2024 Budget

• EWG Meeting

• Issue Notice to Parties that may 
be facing an Overproduction 
Penalty Assessment in October 
2023 

August 

2023

• TAC Meeting

• Report out from EWG Meeting

• Approve Task Orders for 
Administrative and Technical 
Services for WY 2024

September

2023

• No Meeting (if no time-critical 
agenda items)
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IV.G  Overview of Anticipated WY 2023 Calendar of Activities



WEST YOST

V.A – Legal Counsel Report
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WEST YOST

V.B – Executive Director Report

• Past Due Assessments – approximately $13,000 outstanding

• Metering Status

• 1 known pumper has not provided proof of metering or access to telemetry

• 1 known pumper reported using well for domestic use only, asking for support on how to be 
considered a de minims pumper

• 2 parties who inherited BPA from sale of property

• 1 pumper in contact, de minimis pumping suspected, not yet in compliance, still trying to get in 
touch for details

• 1 additional unknown party with potential pumping, no response to letters

• Board interest in seeking Court enforcement?
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